
continence and ostomy swimwear
for men, women and children

swimwear
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The HiLINE swimwear range 
is manufactured in the UK 
by Respond who have many 
years of experience in the 
design and manufacture of 
specialist swimwear for the 
continence and stoma care 
market.

Respond takes pride in its expertly designed and 
manufactured swimwear range and offer a wide 
choice of fabric colours, patterns and styles to 
suit all tastes. Our swimwear allows wearers the 
freedom to go swimming or to relax on the beach 
with confidence, security and peace of mind.

Respond is a British company proud to provide 
top quality garments to this specialised market 
place. Learn more about us by visiting 
respond.co.uk where you can browse our full 
range of products and services.

Call 
0800 220 300

Online 
respond.co.uk

By respond

order now
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the

swimwear

range

Our comprehensive range of continence swimwear for men, women 
and children are suitable for both faecal and urinary incontinence. 

Each garment has a secure and waterproof integral pant which will 
contain accidents that may occur whilst swimming.

To increase security and confidence, the waistbands of our 
continence swimwear garments have a silicone seal gripper. 

HiLINE continence boxer swim shorts for men and boys come
 in a range of plain colours or with a choice of contrasting  

stitching and a draw cord waist to ensure a snug fit.  
Swimming trunks are also available.

The ostomy swimwear collection for men and women is specially 
designed for people with a stoma. Women’s swimsuits are available 
in a fashionable range of fabrics, designs and colours. They feature a 

ruched panel at the front for added discretion, and an internal pocket 
to securely contain your stoma pouch. 

Men’s ostomy swimwear comes in a boxer shorts style, which is 
designed to be 2" higher at the waist than most high street brands. 
The swim shorts are lined with airtex mesh for added security and 

have a draw cord waist to ensure a snug fit. They come in a range of 
plain colours or with a choice of contrasting stitching.
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continence
swimwear

Giving you confidence, 
security and peace of mind
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continence

Waterproof inner pant  
with silicone seal

A secure, integral, waterproof 
inner pant which is 100% nylon 

polyurethane coated with a silicone 
seal grip effect to the waistband.

Contrasting stitch  
swim shorts

A draw cord waist ensures 
a snug fit. Available in plain 
colours or with a contrast 

stitching option.

Scooped back

The female one piece continence 
swimsuit and the women’s ostomy 

swimsuit are designed with a 
fashionable scooped back.

The HiLINE range of continence swimwear 
provides modern designs combined with 
state-of-the-art fabrics to allow wearers 
the freedom to play and swim in a pool 
or on the beach without the restriction of 
having to use disposable products.

continence swimwear

Wide choice of colours, styles, patterns 
and sizes available

Helps to contain any accidents whilst in 
the water

Suitable for containing urinary and faecal 
incontinence, no pads required

Swimwear available for ages 3 years  
and up

Swim shorts are manufactured using 
tactel fabric which is lightweight and  
quick drying

Swim trunks are made from 20% lycra 
and 80% multifibre

Trunks are ideal when shorts are  
not permitted as in some European  
camping parks

Female swimwear has a fashionable 
scooped back

Female swimwear is available in a full 
swimsuit or two piece

Tankini option in female range is made 
from 20% lycra and 80% multifibre
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girls
continence swimwear

Lily
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It’s important that parents and guardians regularly assess the toilet needs of children using 
a communal swimming or paddling pool. This will minimise the risk of embarrassing leaks and 

possible bacterial contamination of the water.

Product Order code Age Height (cm) Waist (cm)

Girls’ Continence 
Swimsuits

GCS

3-4 98-104 53-54
5-6 110-116 55-57
7-8 122-128 58-60

9-10 134-140 61-64
11-12 146-152 64-68
13-14 158-164 68-72

Blue bubbles

girls’ continence swimwear

Black Blue bubbles Daisy

Sea sirenFirefly

Polka dot

Liquid lights 
blue

Cherry

NEW
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girls
continence tankinis

Lily
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Mix and match your tankini top and 
bottoms from the options below.

girls’ continence tankinis

Product Order code Age Height (cm) Waist (cm)

Girls’ Continence 
Tankini

1 x Top & Pant 
GTT

3-4 98-104 53-54
5-6 110-116 55-57
7-8 122-128 58-60

9-10 134-140 61-64
11-12 146-152 64-68
13-14 158-164 68-72

Daisy top with light blue  pants

Tankini Tops

Blue bubbles Daisy Polka dot

Firefly Liquid lights 
blue

Sea siren

Tankini tops and bottoms can be 
mix and matched upon placing 

your order. 

Black

Navy White

Light BlueNazionale

Deep Pink

Tankini Bottoms

Black
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women 
continence swimsuits 

Suitable for containing urinary and  
faecal incontinence, no pads required.

Brenda
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Sea siren Liquid lights blue

Product Order code Size Bust (cm)

Women’s Continence 
Swimsuits

LCS

8-10 81-84
12-14 89-94
16-18 99-104
20-22 109-114

women’s continence swimsuits

Black Blue bubbles Daisy

Polka dot Firefly Liquid lights 
blue

Sea siren Navy stripe Floral

NEW NEW
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women 
continence tankinis 

Market leaders in continence  
and ostomy swimwear.

Glynis
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Daisy  tankini
black swimsuit

Product Order code Size Bust (cm)

Women’s Continence 
Tankinis

1 x Top & Pant 
LTT

8-10 81-84

12-14 89-94

16-18 99-104

20-22 109-114

women’s continence tankinis

Tankini tops and bottoms can be 
mix and matched upon placing 

your order. 

Tankini Tops

Blue bubbles Daisy Polka dot Black

Firefly Liquid lights 
blue

Sea siren

Black

Navy

Light Blue

White

Nazionale

Deep Pink

Tankini Bottoms

Mix and match your tankini top and 
bottoms from the options below.
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Respond Healthcare Ltd 
hello@respond.co.uk

respond.co.uk
  respondltd

 @respondltd

We’ll always 
look after 
your comfort

Visit our online store and download 
your copy of our brochure,  or call us  on
0800 220 300 
0800 028 6848 (N. Ireland)

Whether it is caring for sore skin or securing your 
stoma bag to your body more effectively, we have a 
solution to everything.

The full range of Respond products are 
available to sample and order on prescription.

The 

specialists in stoma  & continence care

Care Range
171018 [RSP] A0272 Collection Brochure update V21.indd   1

24/10/2017   12:44
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boys & men
continence swim shorts  

and trunks.

Lloyd
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boys’, youths’ & men’s continence swim shorts and trunks

Plain swimshorts and trunks

Navy

Red

Black

Turquoise

Navy and
turquoise*

Black and 
ocean blue*

* available as trunks only.

Product Order code Age Height (cm) Waist (cm)

Boys’ Continence 
Swim Short

Boys’ Continence 
Trunk

BSS 

BST

3-4 98-104 53-54

5-6 110-116 55-57

7-8 122-128 58-60

Product Order code Size Waist (ins) Waist (cm)

Men’s Continence 
Swim Short

Men’s Continence 
Trunk

MSS 

MST

Small 29-31 74-79

Medium 32-34 81-86

Large 35-37 89-94

XLarge 38-40 97-102

XXLarge 41-43 104-109

Youths’ Continence 
Swim Short

Youths’ Continence 
Trunk

YSS 

YST

9-10 134-140 61-64

11-12 146-152 64-68

13-14 158-164 68-72

Turquoise  
Swimshorts

Trunks
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boys’, youths’ & men’s continence swim shorts and trunks

Contrast stitching with draw cord

Black with
white stitching

Red with
black stitching

Navy with 
white stitching

Turquoise with
navy stitching

Product Order code Age Height (cm) Waist (cm)

Boys’ Continence 
Contrast Stitching 

Swim Short

CBSS

3-4 98-104 53-54

5-6 110-116 55-57

7-8 122-128 58-60

Product Order code Size Waist (ins) Waist (cm)

Men’s Continence 
Contrast Stitching 

Swim Short
CMSS

Small 29-31 74-79

Medium 32-34 81-86

Large 35-37 89-94

XLarge 38-40 97-102

XXLarge 41-43 104-109

Youths’ Continence 
Contrast Stitching 

Swim Short
CYSS

9-10 134-140 61-64

11-12 146-152 64-68

13-14 158-164 68-72

Navy & turquoise  
trunks

Black swimshorts
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ostomy 
swimwear 

range 
for people with a stoma

A wide choice in fashionable colours,  
styles, patterns and sizes. 

By respond
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order now
Call 

0800 220 300

Online 
respond.co.uk
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ostomy swimwear range

The HiLINE ostomy range of swimwear is 
specifically for people with a stoma and has been 
designed to discreetly conceal a stoma pouch.

The ostomy swimwear range provides wearers with a number of design benefits 
to promote confidence and positive body image when swimming in a pool or 
relaxing on the beach.

Scooped Back
The women’s GSB ostomy full 

swimsuit is designed with a 
fashionable scooped back.

Soft Cups
Soft cups for comfort  

and support.

Internal Pocket
Discreet internal pocket to 

hold your stoma pouch.

Swimsuit ruching
Featuring a ruched panel at the 

front for added discretion 
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women 
ostomy swimsuits  
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women’s ostomy swimsuits 

Soft cups for support and comfort

Fashionable scooped back

Discreet internal pocket to hold your 
stoma pouch

Ruched panel for greater discretion

Comfortable front lining

Swimwear is made from 20% lycra and 80% 
multifibre

Matching lycra/spandex pouch covers 
available

respond.co.uk    0800 220 300

Swimsuit ruching

Black Blue bubbles Daisy

Polka dotFirefly Liquid lights 
blue

Sea siren

Product Order code Size Waist (cm) Bust (cm)

Women’s Ostomy 
Swimsuits

GSB

10 65 84

12 70 89

14 75 94

16 80 99

18 88 105

20 93 110

22 100 117

24 106 122

Navy stripe

NEW

Floral

NEW
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men
ostomy swim shorts 
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men’s ostomy swim shorts

Boxer short style design

Swim shorts are 2" higher in the waist 
than ordinary high street brands

Swim shorts are manufactured using
tactel fabric

Tactel fabric is lightweight and 
quick drying

Choice of 4 plain colours

Fully lined with airtex mesh fabric for 
added security

Internal pocket for change or locker 
key etc

Internal draw cord on waist to ensure a 
snug fit

Matching tactel pouch covers available 
to buy

respond.co.uk    0800 220 300

Product Order code Size Waist (ins) Waist (cm)

Men’s Ostomy Plain 
Swim Short

Black - SD5

Navy - DN3

Red - SD3

Turquoise - SD4 

Small 29-31 74-79

Medium 32-34 81-86

Large 35-37 89-94

XLarge 38-40 97-102

XXLarge 41-43 104-109

Turquoise

Airtex mesh inner lining Red

Black Red Turquoise Navy
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men’s contrast stitching swim shorts

Product Order code Size Waist (ins) Waist (cm)

Men’s Ostomy 
Contrast Stitching  

Swim Short

Black - CSD5

Navy - CDN3

Red - CSD3

Turquoise - CSD4 

Small 29-31 74-79

Medium 32-34 81-86

Large 35-37 89-94

XLarge 38-40 97-102

XXLarge 41-43 104-109

Close up of  
Airtex mesh lining

Internal pocket for  
locker key

Navy

Boxer short style design

Swim shorts are 2" higher in the waist  
than ordinary high street brands

Swim shorts are manufactured using 
tactel fabric

Tactel fabric is lightweight and
quick drying

Choice of 4 plain colours

Fully lined with airtex mesh fabric for 
added security

Internal pocket for change or locker key etc

Draw cord on waist to ensure a snug fit

Matching tactel pouch covers available  
to buy

Black Red Turquoise Navy
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pouch covers
on prescription or to buy

Keith
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Keith

pouch covers

The HiLINE range of custom made pouch 
covers are made from the same fabric as 
the swimwear range. They blend seamlessly 
with your swimwear, or can be worn all the 
time if you wish.

Matches your swimming costume or 
swim shorts

Blends in seamlessly with your swimwear

Same material used for pouch cover as 
used in the swimwear

Custom made to fit the shape and size of 
any stoma pouch

Material pouch covers

The following order 
codes apply to both 
lycra/spandex.

1x Pouch Cover

2x Pouch Cover

3x Pouch Cover

Order Code 
Res C10

Black Blue bubbles Daisy

Nazionale Polka dot Firefly Liquid lights 
blue

Sea siren

Black Red Turquoise Navy

Womens

Mens

Navy stripe

NEW

Floral

NEW
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pouch covers

Made to measure to fit any stoma pouch

Available in white, stone or  
white with lace front

Secure

Comfortable

Velcro fasteners for added security

Luxurious fabric with a soft silky feel

Available on prescription

Polygiene coated

CoverSURE custom made pouch covers 
on prescription or to buy

This range of HiLINE custom made  
pouch covers are available in a variety of fabrics. The covers (with the exception of the PLUS 

range) are coated with Polygiene, an antibacterial and antimicrobial substance with added 
odour control.

Prescription Order Codes Single

Res C1 - White
Res C2 - Stone

Res C3 - White with Lace Front

CoverSURE light custom made pouch covers
on prescription or to buy 

Prescription Order Codes Pack of 3

ResC6 - White
ResC7 - Beige
ResC8 - Black

Made to measure to fit any stoma pouch

Available in white, beige or black

Polygiene coated

Comfortable

Secure

Available in packs of 3

Made from 100% peached
 
Polyester microfibre

Available on prescription

These covers are  available to 
purchase, visit respond.co.uk   

Remember... A sample of your stoma pouch or its code number is required with your order.
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CoverSURE plus custom made pouch covers 
on prescription or to buy  

Prescription Order Codes  
Pack of 3

ResC4 - White

ResC5 - Beige

pouch covers

Made to measure to fit any stoma pouch

Available in white or beige

Secure

Comfortable

Breathable

Available in packs of 3

Made from 100% nylon PU

Available on prescription

Leak resistant

These covers are  also available 
to purchase, visit respond.co.uk

The covers are custom made to fit the contours of your stoma pouch.The CoverSURE 
PLUS pouch covers are made from 100% Nylon PU coated material. It features a leak 

proof, breathable inner lining, giving confidence, comfort and security both day and night.

Remember... A sample of your stoma pouch or its code number is required with your order.
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hello@respond.co.uk
respond.co.uk

  respondltd
 @respondltd

support for

Innovative swimwear & support wear

you

Manufactured in the UK we take pride in 
our expertly designed support wear, 
swimwear and underwear for people living 
with a stoma or continence issues.

Hiline support belts  are designed to provide abdominal support 
following bowel surgery and can be used for hernia support or as a 
preventative measure during physical activity. 

A Hiline garment provides comfort and discretion under the 
clothing, whilst maintaining a high level of support to the wearer.

Support belts 

For more information call us now on 
0800 220 300 
0800 028 6848 N.Ireland

or visit
respond.co.uk

respond.co.uk    0800 220 300
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Make the most of 
your holiday with 
the HiLINE range 

of continence and 
ostomy swimwear.

Visit our website to view the full 
range of products and services.

By respond

Sophie



We invited ostomates from across 
the UK to model the swimwear in 

our catalogue. Every model is living 
with a stoma, all with their own 

story and experiences.

 
A huge thank you to our models!


